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Abstract—Generating given 3-D field intensity distributions in

a non homogeneous scenario is a canonical problem which is

of interest in many applications. On the other side, due to its

very challenging nature, very few methods have been proposed

up to now in the literature for its solution. In this work, starting

from the well-known time reversal technique, a simple innovative

approach, the so-called optimized multi-target time reversal, is

presented. The strategy has been tested in a 3-D in-homogeneous

scenario and compared to a previous time-reversal-based shaping

technique, named multi-target time reversal. Results show that

the proposed approach outperforms the benchmark approach in

terms of coverage of the target areas, and it is able to achieve the

desired field intensity distribution in a number of cases where

the existing benchmark approach completely fails.

Index Terms—Antenna array; Multi-spot focusing; Phase shift;

Spatial field shaping; Time reversal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the field intensity within an in-homogeneous
medium is both an interesting problem from a theoretical
point of view as well as an essential and decisive step for
many practical applications. In different contexts, indeed,
spanning from the medical one [1], [2] to near field focusing
[3]–[5], the possibility of shaping the field intensity over an
extended target area or focusing it in two (or more) target
regions, represents a pivotal need. Such a tight control of the
field intensity, however, cannot be achieved by means of the
different approaches already present in the literature which
are “only” able to focus a wave-field in a target point, e.g.,
focusing via constrained power optimization (FOCO) [6],
time reversal (TR) [7], [8], inverse filter [9], to name a few.
Hence, the paradigm of focusing a wave-field in a target point
needs to be modified in order to deal both with extended and
multi-spot target areas.

Probably because of the intrinsic challenging nature of the
problem, only a few approaches able to address this need
can be found in the literature (which are briefly reviewed in
the following). In all of them (and in the remainder of this
paper), the problem is generally tackled by properly designing
the complex excitations of an array of fixed geometry. By
the sake of simplicity, we will refer throughout to the case
of scalar fields (deferring some limits on the vector case

to the Conclusions). This is the case of ultrasound field in
biological tissues or the case of electromagnetic fields when
one component can be considered dominant above the other
ones. Also note we deal herein with monochromatic fields.

A very simple shaping strategy, proposed in [10], amounts
to add the contributes gathered by solving, through TR, several
focusing problems into different target points, named “control
points”, placed within a certain target area. Being based on
TR, this shaping procedure, named multi-target TR (mt-TR),
allows to control to some extent the field intensity through
a proper choice of the distance among the control points.
However, it cannot enforce any constraints on the power
deposition outside the target area. On the other hand, mt-
TR requires a very low computational burden and it is easily
implementable. In fact, it just requires to solve a number of
forward problems by locating a unit-excited point source in
correspondence of the control points. The fields radiated at
the antennas locations are recorded, and the complex conjugate
of these fields become the excitations of each (single target)
focusing problem. Finally, the excitations corresponding to the
different (single target) focusing problems are simply added.

Another shaping procedure, the so-called multi-target
FOCO, has been very recently proposed and tested in [11].
This technique, cast as the solution of a number of convex
programming problem, is able to gather the desired field
intensity distribution and at the same time enforce given
upper bounds constraints outside. Even if the globally optimal
solution can be determined1 by means of off-the-shelfs search
algorithms, this procedure has a non trivial computational
burden.

Motivated by the lack in the literature of methods such to be
both computationally and practically efficient, we propose in
the following an innovative shaping procedure. In particular,
starting from the above mentioned mt-TR and noticing that
this corresponds to exploit in-phase focused fields in the
different control points, the developed procedure proposes
a more effective (still very simple) strategy, based on the
same basic bricks, which allows to improve performances in

1Under certain requirements and conditions - details in [11], [12].
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terms field intensity shaping. The basic idea of the proposed
technique, named optimized multi-target TR (O-mt-TR), is
that one can combine the bricks of the above described mt-
TR procedure (i.e., fields and excitations of the single target
problems) in a different fashion. In particular, the proposed
procedure simply explores different phase shifts among the
excitations of the single target problems. Then, observation
of the performances achieved by the different superpositions
will allow to a-posteriori determine the one leading to some
“optimal” field intensity distribution.

Besides presenting the proposed O-mt-TR, we also provide
a numerical assessment with a twofold aim. In fact, the
analysis will allow to evaluate the actual improvements
with respect to the benchmark mt-TR. Moreover, one can
get a preliminary and empirical understanding of the more
appropriate choice of the control points in order to shape
(uniformly within a certain area either in a multi-spot focused
configuration) the field intensity within a 3-D in-homogeneous
scenario.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. II, after a brief recall of the mt-TR, the formulation
of the proposed approach is given. The description of the
setup and of the different scenarios considered in the numerical
analysis are reported in Sect. III, whereas results analysis and
their discussion are in Sect. IV. Finally, conclusions and final
remarks follow in Sect. V.

II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Multi-Target Time Reversal

Let ⌦ be a generic 3-D region of interest surrounded by N
elementary monochromatic electric sources as shown in Fig.1.
Indicating with �n(r) the total scalar field induced by the
unitary excited n-th antenna in ⌦ when all the other antennas
are off, the overall field in a generic point of r 2 ⌦ can be
expressed as:

E(r) =
N’
n=1

In�n(r) (1)

where In(n = 1, 2, ..., N) is the set of complex excitation
coefficients.

As in other shaping approaches [10], [11], let us consider
a set of control points, say r t i (i = 1, .., L), arbitrary located
into the target area. For sake of visualization, Fig.1.(a) depicts
the case of an extended target area whereas Fig.1.(b) depict
the case of a multi-spot (dual-spot) target areas.

Denoting with  n(r t i) the total field measured by the n-th
antenna when a unit amplitude point source is located into

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Sketch of the scenario used by O-mt-TR in case of extended or multi-
spot target area (a and b, respectively). The target area, enlighten by a darker
background, contains the control points indicated by the big blue stars.

the control point r t i , according to the standard TR theory, the
focused field in r t i would be provided by:

Ei(r) =
N’
n=1
 ⇤
n(r t i)�n(r) (2)

where ⇤ denotes the conjugation operation.

A first “basic” shaping approach is the so-called mt-TR
[10] and it is cast as a simple sum of the excitations
corresponding to different control points, so that:

E(r) =
N’
n=1

L’
i=1
 ⇤
n(r t i)�n(r) (3)

which simply corresponds to sum the excitations related to
the different focusing problem.

B. Optimized Multi-Target Time Reversal
By the sake of simplicity, let us refer to the case of just

two control points and let � 2 [0, 2⇡] be an auxiliary variable
indicating the phase shift between the fields in r t1 and r t2
(as computed from single target TR).

As such, the O-mt-TR approach, for each (sampled) value
of �, casts the shaping problem as the combination through
complex unit amplitude coefficients, of the fields focused in
correspondence of r t1 and r t2 through TR. The excitations
coefficients could be determined as:

In =  ⇤
n(r t1) +  

⇤
n(r t2)e

j� (4)

where � is another degree of freedom of the problem.

The optimal solution can be efficiently determined by
observing a-posteriori the results achieved at the different �
values, and picking the most convenient one according with
the application at hand.



One possibility consists in selecting amongst the different
��solutions the one providing the best trade off between
the field intensity distribution closest to the desired one
within the target area and the lowest side peak elsewhere.
Alternatively, a simpler possibility, which is the one adopted
in the following, consists in selecting the optimal � as the
one maximizing the sum of the squared amplitude of the field

in the control points, i.e.,
ÕL

i=1

���E(r t i)
���2.

The generalization to the case of L control points and M
sampled values of the auxiliary variables will require ML�1

linear superposition, thus impacting the computational burden.
On the other side, differently from [11], one just has to
compute linear superposition (rather than solving the same
number of CP problems). Also, one can take profit from
parallel computing.

III. EVALUATION SETUP AND RATIO

The 3-D scenario used for the validation is depicted in
Fig. 2.(a) and consists in two dielectric objects (a cube and
a sphere) contained by a spherical region of interest, i.e. ⌦,
which is hosted in free space. The spherical region of interest
has a diameter of d⌦ = 2, 5�bg2 and a relative permittivity
equal to ✏⌦ = 2, the cube has a side of lc = �bg/2 and ✏c = 2,
whereas the sphere has a diameter of ds = �bg/4 and ✏s = 3.

The antennas array is cylindrical array of radius r ⇡ 2�bg
made up by 65 very small unitary-excited dipoles, arranged
over 5 equi-spaced circles, along the z-axis (i.e., 13 per
circle), as shown in Fig. 2.(b). Numerical simulations have
been performed with a 3-D full wave finite element solver
with a working frequency of 1, 5GHz. Finally, only the z-
component of the field has been optimized since, according to
the antennas configuration, this component can be considered
to be dominant above the others.

The following numerical analysis is articulated in three
different parts.

2Being �bg the wavelength in the background medium

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Scenario used for validation (a) and antenna array configuration (b).

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Three ��solutions obtained by means of the O-mt-TR with control
points set at ⇡ 0.4�bg .

First, the relevance of the phase shift is discussed and
emphasized. To this end, two control points have been placed
along the x-axis at a distance of approximately 0.4�bg. Then,
excitations (4) have been used with different � values, and
the different ��solutions observed. In this starting example,
as well as in the numerical experiments described in the fol-
lowing, 20 values of � have been uniformly sampled between
0 and 2⇡.

Second, we have tested the capability of the proposed
approach to achieve a (nearly) uniform shaping of the field
intensity over an extended target area. To this end, an extended
ellipsoidal shaped target volume, of axes ⇡ 3�bg/2 ⇥ �bg/3 ⇥
�bg/3, has been placed in two different positions3 in ⌦
(configurations I and II in the following). In order to get the
desired shaping, three control points have been used and have
been arranged uniformly (with a spacing of ⇡ 0.4�bg) along a
segment centered on the center of mass of the target volume.
In order to better appreciate the differences with respect to
mt-TR, the coverage factor (indicated by CF and defined as
the fraction of the target area in which

��E(r)
��2 is higher than

50% of its maximum value4 [13]) has also been reported and
discussed.

Third, we prove the capability of the proposed approach to
get a multi-spot behavior of the field intensity even in case of
sub-wavelength spots spacing (which is unfeasible with mt-
TR). To this end, two control points have been placed at a

3With the main dimension oriented along the z-axis.
4Ideally CF=1.



distance varying from ⇡ 0.4�bg to ⇡ 2�bg along the x- and the
y-axes. Then, the O-mt-TR and the mt-TR have been applied
and compared. Moreover, in order to validate the approach for
an even more difficult case, two different configurations (say A

and B) with three control points have been considered. In these
latter examples the control points have been set at a distance
approximately equal to 0.65�bg and 0.4�bg from the central
point along the x- and y-axes, respectively. Concerning this
third analysis, dealing with the “multi-spots” field intensity
shaping, the target volume has been modeled as spheres of
diameters ⇡ �bg/3 centered in the control points5 [14]–[16].
Note that also in this last analysis, the CF has been adopted
in order to estimate the performances of the two TR-based
approaches.

IV. RESULTS: ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION

As a first result helping to understand the role of the
auxiliary parameter �, Fig. 3 depicts three ��solutions,
related to the first numerical experiment described in the
previous Section. As it can be seen, different choices of the
additional parameter allow to pass from a kind of shaped
intensity (see Fig. 3.(b)) to a dual-spot configuration (see
Fig. 3.(c)). In the same graph, Fig. 3.(a) represents the mt-TR.

5These analyses were not conducted along the z-axis as the cylindrical array
configuration, while being realistic, does not allow a tight control of the field
in this dimension.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Squared amplitude of the field, for the configurations I and II, obtained
by means of mt-TR and O-mt-TR in a cut view along the of the target area.
Target area is as black line.

Fig. 5. Coverage factor obtained by means of mt-TR and O-mt-TR with
respect to control points distance for two control points along the x and the y
axes respectively depicted in green (circle and stars) and blue (rhombus and
squares).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Squared amplitude of the field for dual-spot focusing with control
points distance ⇡ 0.5�bg , obtained by means of O-mt-TR and mt-TR. Target
area is in black plain line.

As far as the possibility to achieve uniformly shaped field
intensities is concerned, Fig. 4 depicts the normalized squared
amplitude of the fields obtained by means of O-mt-TR
for both configurations I and II. In addition to what can
be visually appreciated, from a quantitative point of view,
O-mt-TR is able to significantly enhance the uniformity of the
field intensity within the target region with respect to mt-TR.
In fact, for configuration I, the CF increases from 44% to
71%, whereas for configuration II it raises from 39% to
81%. Note that the proposed approach not only outperforms
the standard mt-TR in terms of CF, but in some cases, e.g.,
configuration II, is able to gather an uniform coverage of
the target area which cannot be achieved at all by means of
mt-TR (see Fig. 4.(b)-(d)).

As far as the multi-spot case is concerned, Fig. 5 depicts
the CFs related to both O-mt-TR and mt-TR for the two
dual-spot focusing configuration (i.e., along the x- and y-
axes) as a function of the control points distance. From this
plot, two different kind of results can be identified depending



on whether the spacing is below or besides a threshold of
approximately 0, 8�bg. While for more “distant” control points
an average improvement on CF of ⇡ 10% can be achieved,
when the control points distance is smaller than ⇡ 0.8�bg,
O-mt-TR outperforms the mt-TR on average by 20% (and
up to ⇡ 45%). Similarly to the previous analysis, O-mt-TR
is not only able to improve mt-TR performances, but it is
also delivers a dual-spot focused field intensity distribution
where the un-optimized approach fails, as shown in Fig. 6.
More in detail, Fig. 6 depicts a cut view along the target areas
of the normalized squared amplitude of the field obtained by
means of mt-TR and O-mt-TR when target points are distant
⇡ 0.5�bg.

Similar reasonings and performances can be observed in
the three spots cases. In these cases, indeed, as shown in
Fig. 7, the CF is increased from 35% to 79% for configuration
A and similarly from 38% to 77% for configuration B. Apart
from the metrics, which confirm the remarkable improvement,
it is worth to note that in case of multi-spot focusing the
O-mt-TR comes to be fundamental as the standard approach
completely fails - see Fig. 7.(b)-(d).

From these results we can conclude that the auxiliary
parameters represented by the phase shifts between the field
in the different control points, plays a role which is more and
more relevant as the control point distance became smaller. As
a matter of fact, when dealing with “distant” control points and
multi-spot requirements, the additional degrees of freedom,
while still relevant, are not necessary to avoid the failure of
the field intensity control. Conversely, controlling the phase
shifts becomes essential to deliver either a uniformly shaped or
sub-wavelenght multi-spot focused field intensity distribution.

Let us finally note that the approach can be eventually
extended to the case of a non-uniform shaping by inserting
a given amplitude factor in the last term of eq. (4).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented an innovative and relatively
simple method to spatially shape the intensity of a (scalar)
field. The usefulness and the performances of the technique
have been shown in cases where uniform shaping or multi-spot
configurations are required.

The proposed approach, originated as an optimized version
of the existing mt-TR, relies on the use of a set of properly
located control points. Then, by exploiting the additional
degrees of freedom of the problem, represented by the phase
shifts of the field in the different control points, the O-mt-TR
is able to optimize the coverage within the target area at a
relatively low computational burden.

The approach has been tested in 3-D in-homogeneous
scenario and compared to the existing mt-TR. Results, which

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Squared amplitude of the field for multi-spot focusing with control
points at ⇡ 0.65�bg and ⇡ 0.4�bg ((a)-(b) and (c)-(d), respectively), obtained
by means of O-mt-TR and mt-TR. Target area is in black plain line.

are representative of a more extensive analysis, confirm that
O-mt-TR outperforms the benchmark mt-TR.

Applicability of the technique is presently limited to the
case of a moderate number of control points. Hence, efforts
are currently devoted to find more effective procedures to
extract the optimal values of the phase shifts, including a-
priori exclusion of a subset of values, local optimizations, as
well as recurrent rules on the “optimal” � values. This will
consequently allow to keep curbed the computational burden
of the procedure when dealing with vector fields (which can
be developed by taking into account [17]). Finally, future plans
are also aimed at testing the O-mt-TR as a planning tool in
hyperthermia treatment [18], [19].
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